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Tips to stop driving distracted
(StatePoint) Driving fatalities in the United States are at
the highest point since 2008,
yet new research reveals that
many are unaware of the enhanced risk and are actively
making choices that increase
the danger on our roads.
According to a new survey
from Travelers, 57% of people
think roadway safety is unchanged since before the pandemic. At the same time, over
a third of drivers have experienced a near-miss because
they were distracted while
driving.
Our devices are a large part
of the problem. One-third
of respondents believe it is
acceptable to use technology
while driving and even more
admit to doing so -- 79% say
they have made or received a
phone call while driving, 74%
have looked at map directions
on a cell phone and 56% have
read a text message or email.
A growing number of drivers
are also taking to social media,
with 29% admitting to record-

ing videos or taking photos
using their smartphone, a
number that’s increased since
2019 along with the rise of
TikTok and other social media
platforms.
“When you’re behind the
wheel, every second matters,
and anything that occupies
your mind or vision is a distraction,” says Chris Hayes,
assistant vice president of
Transportation and Risk
Control at Travelers.“While it’s
tempting to use your phone,
especially when it’s alerting
you to texts and calls, doing
so is dangerous to you, your
passengers and others on the
road.”
To help put a stop to distracted driving, Travelers is
offering the following tips:
• Turn off notifications:
Setting your phone to “do
not disturb” before you begin
driving is a good idea, as it can
help prevent you from being
tempted to check your phone
for new notifications.
• Prepare beforehand: Check
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While it’s tempting to use your phone, doing so is dangerous
to you, your passengers and others on the road.”

directions or set your GPS
before you begin driving. Put
your favorite playlist or radio
station on before you hit the
road.
• Let it wait: Do not make
calls, text or otherwise manipulate your phone while
driving. Even hands-free calls
can pull your focus from the
road. If you need to text, email,
make a call, or use your phone
for any other reason, pull over
first.
• Recruit a passenger: Rely
on your passengers to handle
technology-related tasks,such
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as checking GPS, changing the
music or radio station, and
answering calls or texts.
• Speak up: Consider asking a
distracted driver to put down
their device. Eighty-seven
percent of consumers who use
a phone while driving say they
would be less likely to do so if
a passenger spoke up.
• Beware of other distractions: It’s important to make
driving your number one priority when you’re on the road,
and keep in mind that not all
distractions are tech-related.
For example, don’t wait until
your commute to eat, brush
your hair, or apply makeup.
Take care of such tasks before
you start the car.
“There are more distractions than ever on today’s
roadways. Ultimately, making
a concerted effort to change
behaviors will help prevent
injuries and save lives,” says
Hayes.

(NAPSI)—When it comes to
taking care of cars, all those
countless “do it yourself ”
videos make it all seem so
straightforward and easy. So,
too many people take matters
into their own hands, only to
realize after they’ve taken everything apart, only a trusted
mechanic can fix the problem.
As cars are becoming more
advanced, it’s important to
visit your automotive repair
shop for professional car
care. Here’s a list of seemingly
simple but actually complex
repairs you shouldn’t try at
home.
Simple Maintenance and
Repairs:
• Brake Fluid Flush: Without
proper equipment, home
mechanics will not be able
to get all the old brake fluid
out of the system. Car owners
might accidentally put power
steering fluid in the brake fluid
reservoir,potentially causing a
complete failure of the entire
braking system, requiring
thousands of dollars to repair.
• Coolant Flush: Similarly,
without proper chemicals and
equipment, car owners can’t
remove built-up residue and
deposits, leaving behind old

coolant. Additionally, home
mechanics might not know
the correct mix of antifreeze
and water, causing the system
to be at the incorrect freezing
or boiling point. Car owners
might also put ordinary tap
water in the system, causing
excessive corrosion.
• Fuel Injector Cleaning:
Most products sold in auto
parts stores are meant to be
added to the gas tank and do
not provide proper cleaning.A
professional auto repair team,
such as the ones at Meineke,
will clean the carbon deposits
from the throttle body and
intake/exhaust valves, improving engine performance
and fuel economy.
Moderately Complex Repairs:
• Brakes: Few things are
more alarming than brake failure.In fact,brake maintenance
may be the most important
service in terms of safety. A
good brake job doesn’t just
require resurfacing rotors and
drums but also properly oiling
key components to avoid excessive wear and noise. And
failure to tighten all bolts can
result in unexpected brake
failure if they loosen.With the
complexity of the modern car,
See REPAIRS on page 3
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Auto revolution shaping the future of mobility
By Karan Chechi
With the growing adoption
of technology in every aspect
of our life, it is evident that autonomous vehicles will evolve
the transportation sector in
the coming years. Therefore,
auto makers are innovating
business models and testing
their autonomous vehicle
models rigorously to fulfil
the consumer’s demand for
hi-end and energy-efficient
vehicles. But when will autonomous vehicles become
mainstream?
Currently, many semi-autonomous driving systems
are already on the road with
driver-assisting features like
lane assist, adaptive cruise
control (ACC), electronic stability control (ESC), rear-view
video systems (RVS),adaptive
highlights, forwards collision
mitigation (FCM), automatic
emergency braking (AEB),
automatic crash notification
(ACN), and others.
However, fully autonomous
vehicles are not distant
from reality. The Google
autonomous vehicle company, Waymo has already
tested its self-driving cars
for over 10 million miles in
rough environments while
Tesla and Uber have also put
their driverless cars to testing to approach autonomous
vehicles in a phased manner.

According to the Society of
Automotive Engineers, the
level of automation starts
from Level 0 (manual driving) and ends at Level 5 (no
driver intervention) and the
auto industry is inching closer
towards completely driverless
cars as many companies have
started working at improving
the technology.
Can Autonomous Vehicles
Solve the Congestion Problems in Urban Areas?
The onset of autonomous
vehicles can provide multiple
benefits to the existing road
systems and reduced traffic
is one of them.
According to a study conducted by the University of
Cambridge, a fleet of driverless vehicles working together
to keep the traffic moving
smoothly can improve overall
congestion in urban areas by
at least 35%.
Many times, the basic problem of traffic congestion
is primarily due to human
involvement such as when
the driver does not allow
other drivers to change lanes,
prevent cars from merging on
highways, execute bad driving
behaviors, etc.
Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communication (V2V) allows vehicles
with advanced autonomy to
communicate with each other
by broadcasting and receiving
information such as road con-

ditions, traffic flow, speed and
direction. The sensors start
generating a warning alarm
in cases of possible collisions
if another vehicle is drifting
in its lane. According to the
USA Department of Transportation, V2V Communication can reduce the severity
of non-impaired crashes by
up to 80% and thus prevent
hundreds of thousands of
crashes every year.
Another significant feature
of autonomous vehicles is
platooning, which can reduce
aerodynamic drag and lower
fuel consumption and emissions that help to keep the
traffic moving and reduce
congestion.
Are Driverless Vehicles Solution to Climate Change?
According to the Intelligent
Transportation Society of
America, autonomous vehicles have the potential to
reduce oil consumption by
2-4% by 2025. Robotaxis and
shuttle mobility have the potential to meet the daily mobility demands .Many companies
have already started operating
large testing fleets of shared
automated vehicles.
Greater convenience, better
availability, provision of affordable mobility is expected
to boost the adoption of robotaxis in the years to come.
The usage of robotaxis and
shuttles can lead to reduc-
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tion in adoption of private
vehicles by up to 20% by 2030.
Robotaxis are programmed to
maintain consistent driving
speed and maintain optimal
distance between vehicles,
which helps to reduce excessive braking and re-acceleration and thus lower emission
levels.
Why are Self-Driving Vehicles Not Mainstream Yet?
Ever since the evolution of
autonomous vehicles, multiple testing operations have
been carried out, billions of
dollars have been spent on

Repair

fickle technology, but still,
autonomous vehicles have not
been able to match the competence of human drivers.
Besides, legislation battles,
environmental factors, and
safety issues are making it
hard for automakers to bring
autonomous vehicles on
roads sooner.
However,ubiquitous, robust,
faster, and higher-bandwidth
communication systems can
boost the autonomous vehicle
network’s capabilities. The
cloud system would facilitate
engineers to offload a lot of

data processing away from the
vehicles that could enhance
connectivity.
Besides, building smart
cities with optimized traffic patterns could help to
eliminate the infrastructure
bottleneck for autonomous
vehicles, and thereby make
driving more efficient and
safer.
The introduction of other
technologies for advanced
driver assistance systems
might ease consumers into
accepting and using them
over time.

Continued from page 2

it’s better to visit a shop that
is equipped with the special
tools and diagnostic equipment needed for maintaining your brakes.
• Suspension Work: Vehicle
suspension systems are complex and many components
have significant spring tension. A professional will make
sure spring tension is properly
secured, limiting the possibility of serious damage to your
vehicle.
• Battery Replacement in
Hybrid or Electric Vehicles:
Not only could an incorrect
replacement cause engine
or drive train damage that
could cost thousands to repair,
disposal of the old batteries
may also be an environmental
hazard.
• Air Conditioning Systems:
Attempting to recharge a
system using cans of refrigerant available at auto parts

Vehicles today are too complex for most drivers to do their
own repairs. Fortunately, there are plenty of professionals
who can help.

stores could overcharge it,
leading to catastrophic failure
and costing thousands to fix.
Additionally,refrigerant could
leak into the atmosphere,
contributing to environmental
issues.
Where To Get Help
Whether a vehicle needs
seemingly simple mainte-

nance or moderately complex
repairs, car owners should
visit an automotive repair
shop for professional car care.
And with the recent chip crisis
affecting the supply of new
cars at dealerships, technicians at car care centers can
help prevent further damage
and extend the life of your car.
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New technology being
used to break into cars
By Ted Quinn
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Tips for buying a car
By Supandi Perdana
There are many people that
are fantastic with cars,along
with knowing the values
of each model and make.
Others break out into hives
just by thinking about the
process of shopping for a
vehicle. If you’re not properly informed, you will find
these tips to be of great use.
Don’t let salesmen talk you
into anything that is unaffordable. Keep your budget
in mind and stay in control
of the situation.
Get your financing in order
before shopping for autos.
Talk to either a bank or a
credit union about it. This
can result in better interest
rates. Sometimes a dealership will get you a better offer
than your bank, however it’s
always good to have a backup
plan.
This also allow you to visit
a dealership knowing the
amount of money you can
afford on a vehicle.
Do not pay sticker price for
a vehicle. Make sure you
research the car you are
interested in first, however,
so you have some idea of
what to offer.
Always test drive a car

We live in a fast
pace society and that
includes technology
development. Technology can be a great
tool to make our lives
much easier in many
ways. However, with
great technolog y
comes great responsibility. It is easy for
technology to consume your life. It is
also easy to abuse and
misuse the wonders of
technology.
With this story, that
is the case. Thieves
caught on surveil- Never leave anything of value in your car. Car break-ins are fairly
lance camera were common and now technology is making it even easier to unlock
recorded walking up and get into vehicles.
to cars and yanking
on the handles. Usuvaluable in your vehicle, leave valuables such as money
ally at this point you would especially when leaving it or electronics in your car.
see broken windows or pried for the night. If you are run- Additionally, keep an eye out
open doors. In other words, ning errands and must leave for any suspicious behavior
there would usually be a lot something in your vehicle, out of people around cars,
of damage done. But, in this experts advise you leave it as this could be criminals at
case the thieves seemed to use in the trunk or underneath a work. Report anything una compact device to electroni- towel or blanket.
usual or unsafe to authorities
cally unlock the doors.
It also helps to install extra immediately.
It is pretty easy to manipu- security systems and anti- Article Source: EzineArtlate, according to tech experts, theft devices in your car. It i c l e s . c o m / e x p e r t / Te d _
especially since most vehicles decrease your auto insurance Quinn/2578364
use a keyless method to unlock cost and prevent the theft of
and lock their vehicles. It is any belongings.It also helps to
easy to create something that add security systems around
manipulates the vehicle into your home to expose criminals
thinking that the owner with such as the surveillance footthe car remote is standing age did.
nearby, even when the are not. Another tip that may reduce
This case took place in Sauk the likelihood of a break in is
Village,IL,but it is not unheard parking your vehicle in a wellof happening in other places. lit area. Most thieves will not
The victims losses included a target a vehicle that is in an
jujitsu belt and some boxing area that has relatively bright
gloves, estimated around $30. lighting because it increases
Custom Pipe Bending • Lifetime Warranty
Fortunately,there was not any- the likelihood of them getting
Free Estimates • No Appointment Needed
thing extremely valuable to the caught.
victim in the vehicle. Again, It also helps to avoid parking
the thieves left no evidence or in an otherwise empty area.
damages besides the contents This also makes your vehicle
of the glove box being strewn an easier target to thieves since
across the passenger seat.
less people will be around.
Although this new technique Remember,car break-ins are
can be difficult to prevent, fairly common and now techthere are a few factors to keep nology is making it even easier
in mind when trying to pre- to unlock and get into vehicles.
vent theft. First, remember Always lock your vehicle when
to avoid leaving anything leaving it and again,never ever

before you buy it.
If you are looking for a new
car, you need to find one that
is safe. The car should have
ABS or anti-lock brakes.
Airbags are also crucial.
As you shop for your car,
think about fuel economy.
For instance, you might think
a big V-8 engine, paired with
a towing package, is a great
idea. But, is that really a need
or simply a want? Are you
actually going to use that
feature? If not, it may not be
the wisest investment.
Often Shop for a car towards
the end of a month. At most
dealerships, the salesmen
are trying to reach a certain
quota for the amount of cars
they have sold. At month’s
end, the salesperson may still
need to meet his quota, and
he will be more conducive in
giving you a better deal just
to make a sale.
Shopping for new cars can
be fun and exhausting. You
can take some of the stress
out of the process by doing
research from your home
computer. Many websites
offer side by side comparisons of various vehicles. This
lets you narrow your options.
Never sign any type of auto
contract until you read it.

Before you blindly start
signing contracts on the
dotted line, read the entire
contract start to finish.
Whenever you sign a contract, then legally, you are
bound to it. Take a copy of
the contract home or have
a professional look over it
with you if you’re having difficulties. You might be able
to ask them for a photocopy
of the contract.
Research properly when
you want to buy a car that
is used. This can give you
a better idea of what you
should be paying. Kelly Blue
Book is a great resource to
determine the value of a car.
If the dealer is selling a car
for more than what Kelly Blue
Book prices the car at, then
go elsewhere.
Do not feel helpless any
longer.You have the information you need to make smart
choices when it comes to car
buying. When you pay the
right price on a car, you will
love it even more. You can
now enjoy shopping for your
new car!
Article Source: https://
EzineArticles.com/expert/
Supandi_Perdana/2509498
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